GROUND FLOOR

PLEASURES AND PRESSURES OF SMARTPHONES

LOWER GROUND FLOOR

> ATRIUM

FIRST FLOOR

> GALLERY

18:30 – 22:00

PROTEST PRESS

HOOKED EXHIBITION

Capture the joys and pains of living with your smartphone

18:30 – 22:00

18:30 – 22:00

by contributing to this collaborative instant photography

Make a statement about addiction in this banner making

Developed in association with people who have a lived

installation, led by King’s researcher Dr Zeena Feldman.

workshop with Protest Press, a collective challenging the

experience of addiction and leading addiction researchers

means of protest and inspiring powerful activism.

from King’s College London, the HOOKED exhibition
features established and up-and-coming artists and

DETOX JAM
18:30 – 20:00

> THEATRE

photographers from across the globe.

Detox your brain and jam with stellar musicians from

OFF THE HOOK: ADDICTION IN SE LONDON

south London’s improvised music scenes, including singer

19:00 – 19:45

SUGAR TABLE DESTRUCTION

Plumm, Luís Domeneh Plana on flute, rapper mandeep.

What do communities in South East London think about

19:30 - 19:40

and harpist Marysia Zofia Osuchowska. Listen to soothing

alcohol, tobacco and cannabis? Join King’s researcher

Watch what happens when a cup of tea is made on Atelier

sounds and uplifting vocals or join in with your own rhythm,

Catherine El Zerbi, clinician Nicola Kalk and Dose of

010’s sugar table.

words and melodies. Bring your instrument if you wish.

Society, who have made an incredible film for us, in this
talk exploring different perceptions of addiction.

DETERIORATION DANCE

> STUDIO
MEASURING UP

20:00 – 22:00, AT REGULAR INTERVALS

ADDICTION: WHAT, WHY AND WHO

19:00 – 19:20, 19:45 – 20:05, 20:45 – 21:05

Dancer and body contortionist Kaner Flex confronts the

20:15 – 21:00

Lots of us enjoy a drink. And do this responsibly with an

internal impact of sex addiction through a series of brutal

Explore the science and philosophy of addiction with

understanding of the risks, right? Come along to this cocktail

physical performances.

King’s academics and students Amir Englund, Sally

making workshop with King’s researcher Sadie Boniface

Marlow, Patrick Butlins and Sanah Ahsan. What is

to explore perceptions and misconceptions surrounding

DJ SETS

addiction? Why does it happen? Who is affected? And

‘normal’ drinking.

20:00 - 22:00

what do our new understandings mean for treatment?

Please note this activity is for over 18s only. Sign up at the

Providing the perfect music backdrop, DJs Killcross and
LostInTottenham will satisfy all your musical cravings with
a riotous mix of hip-hop and urban tunes.

entrance to the studio.

